Comparison of GA and PSO Algorithms in Cascaded Multilevel Inverter Using Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM Technique
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ABSTRACT: The Selective Harmonic Elimination (SHE) technique is the fundamental switching frequency scheme which is used to eliminate specific order harmonics. In this paper, the elimination of low order harmonics in cascaded multilevel inverter with equal DC sources is proposed. The modulation strategy used here is SHEPWM in which non linear equations that characterize the low order harmonics are obtained. The equations are solved using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm to obtain the switching angles which are used to eliminate the harmonics. Comparison of GA and PSO algorithms are done using MATLAB software to know the effectiveness of getting optimized switching angles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Generally the output voltage of the inverters must be sinusoidal. However the waveforms of practical inverters are non-sinusoidal and contain certain harmonics. So to synthesize a near sinusoidal component and to reduce the harmonic distortion multilevel inverters are emerged. It is a promising technology to interface the battery packs in electric vehicles because of possibility of high power rating without the use of transformer. Nowadays, there exist three commercial topologies of multilevel voltage-source inverters: neutral point clamped (NPC) [1], cascaded H-bridge (CHB), and flying capacitors (FCs) [2].

Among these inverter topologies, cascaded multilevel inverter reaches the higher output voltage and power levels and the higher reliability due to its modular topology. Cascaded multilevel inverters are based on a series connection of several single-phase inverters. This structure is capable of reaching medium output voltage levels using only standard low-voltage components. Typically, it is necessary to connect three to ten inverters in series to reach the required output voltage. These converters also feature a high modularity degree because each inverter can be seen as a module with similar circuit topology, control structure, and modulation [3].

There are many types of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) techniques for multilevel inverter. In this fundamental switching frequency strategy are used for cascaded multilevel inverter. The fundamental switching strategy used here is Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM (SHEPWM) [4]. This is a modulation strategy which is used to eliminate the specific low order harmonics. The solution of SHEPWM contains non linear transcendental equations. The equations are solved by numerical iterative methods in the literature. This method is very complex and time consuming. The methods used are Newton Raphson and resultant theory [5]. Nowadays the optimization algorithms are used for solving the equations which are used to obtain the switching angles. The optimization algorithms used in the literature are Genetic Algorithm (GA) [6]-[7], Ant colony optimization [8] and particle swarm optimization [9].

In this paper, GA and PSO are used to solve the nonlinear equations obtained from SHEPWM strategy. The optimized switching angles can be obtained using these algorithms. The comparison of two algorithms is done to find the effective results.
II. MULTILEVEL INVERTERS

Multilevel inverter is used to synthesize a near sinusoidal wave from several levels of DC Sources. As number of levels increases, the synthesized output waveform has more steps, which provides a staircase wave that approaches a desired waveform. Also, as steps are added to waveform the number of voltage levels increases thus the harmonic distortion of the output waveform decreases and approaches to zero.

A. Multilevel Inverter Topology

A cascaded multilevel inverter topology is used as it has fewer components, absence of extra clamping diodes or voltage balancing capacitors and easy adjustment of number of output voltage levels. The general structure of seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter is shown in Fig.1.

![Fig.1 General Structure of Seven-Level Cascaded Multilevel Inverter](image)

It consists of three full bridge inverters connected in series. Each full bridge consists of four switching devices that can make the output voltage either positive or negative polarity, or simply zero depending on the switching condition of the switches in the circuit. This multilevel inverter employs three voltage sources of equal magnitude. The numbers of sources $S$ are related to number of levels $n$ in the output voltage by,

$$n = 2S + 1$$

Here number of sources equal three, hence number of levels in the output voltage is seven. The output waveform of seven-level multilevel inverter is shown in Fig.2. The different levels of voltage are also specified in the figure.

![Fig.2 Output waveform for seven-level multilevel inverter](image)

B. Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM Strategy

The Selective Harmonic Elimination PWM technique is based on fundamental frequency switching theory and dependent on the elimination of defined harmonic content orders. The main idea of this method is based on defining the switching angles of harmonic orders to eliminate and obtaining the Fourier series expansion of output voltage. This allows lower switching frequencies to be used which led to lower losses and higher efficiency. In general Fourier series is given by,

$$V(\omega t) = a_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (a_n \cos n\omega t + b_n \sin n\omega t)$$
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In this case Fourier series expansion of output voltage waveform is given by,

\[ V(\omega t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (b_n \sin n \omega t) \] (3)

Where

\[ a_0 = a_n = 0 \] (due to quarter wave symmetry)

For quasi square wave,

\[ b_n = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\pi/2} V_{dc} \sin n \omega t \, dt \] (4)

On solving we get,

\[ b_n = \frac{4V_{dc}}{n\pi} \cos n\alpha \] (5)

For 7-level cascaded multilevel inverter for three dc sources equation (5) is given as,

\[ b_n = \frac{4V_{dc}}{n\pi} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \cos n\alpha_i \] (6)

Where \( n=1, 5, 7 \) and \( s=3 \) which represents number of DC sources. The objective of SHEPWM is to eliminate lower order harmonics while remaining harmonics can be removed with filter. In this number of harmonics that can be eliminated is equal to \( s-1 \) i.e., 2 so fifth and seventh harmonics are taken. So, to satisfy the fundamental harmonic component and eliminate the fifth and seventh harmonics, three nonlinear equations with three angles are provided in,

\[ b_1 = V_1 = \frac{4V_{dc}}{\pi} \left[ \cos(\alpha_1) + \cos(\alpha_2) + \cos(\alpha_3) \right] \] (7)

\[ b_5 = V_5 = \frac{4V_{dc}}{5\pi} \left[ \cos(5\alpha_1) + \cos(5\alpha_2) + \cos(5\alpha_3) \right] \] (8)

\[ b_7 = V_7 = \frac{4V_{dc}}{7\pi} \left[ \cos(7\alpha_1) + \cos(7\alpha_2) + \cos(7\alpha_3) \right] \] (9)

To eliminate fifth and seventh harmonic \( V_5 \) and \( V_7 \) are set to zero in the above equations. To determine the switching angles the following equations must be solved,

\[ \cos(\alpha_1) + \cos(\alpha_2) + \cos(\alpha_3) = 3M \] (10)

\[ \cos(5\alpha_1) + \cos(5\alpha_2) + \cos(5\alpha_3) = 0 \] (11)

\[ \cos(7\alpha_1) + \cos(7\alpha_2) + \cos(7\alpha_3) = 0 \] (12)

Here \( M \) represents modulation index varies from 0 to 1. The switching angles \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \) and \( \alpha_3 \) must be less than \( \pi/2 \). The equations are solved by Newton Raphson (NR) method and resultant theory in the literature. But it is time consuming and needs initial guess for solving the equations. Hence evolutionary algorithms are used for solving this type of non linear equations.
III. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS

Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are stochastic search methods that mimic the metaphor of natural biological evolution and/or the social behavior of species. Examples include how ants find the shortest route to a source of food and how birds find their destination during migration.

A. Proposed Genetic Algorithm

The first evolutionary based technique introduced in the literature was the Genetic Algorithms (GAs). GA was developed based on the Darwinian’s principle of the survival of the fittest and the natural process of evolution through reproduction. The steps for formulating a problem and applying a proposed GA for obtaining switching angles are as follows:

1. Select binary or floating point strings.
2. Find the number of variables specific to the problem; this number will be the number of genes in a chromosome. In this application the number of variables is the number of controllable switching angles which is the number of H-bridges in a cascaded multilevel inverter. A seven-level inverter requires three H-bridges; thus, each chromosome for this application will have three switching angles.
3. Set a population size and initialize the population. The population used here is 20 chromosomes, each containing three switching angles. The population is initialized with random angles between 0 degree and 90 degree taking into consideration the quarter wave symmetry of the output voltage waveform.
4. The most important item for the GA to evaluate the fitness of each chromosome. The objective of this study is to minimize specified harmonics; therefore the fitness function has to be related to these harmonics. The harmonics taken here are fifth and seventh harmonic hence fitness function is,

\[
\text{Fitness function} = \sqrt{\sum_{n=5,7} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{3} \cos(n \alpha_k) \right)^2} \sum_{k=1}^{3} \cos(\alpha_k)
\]  

(13)

5. The GA is usually set to run for a certain number of iterations (100 in this case) to find an answer. After the first iteration, fitness values are used to determine new offspring. These go through crossover and mutation operations and a new population is created which goes through the same cycle starting from fitness evaluation until the solution is found that satisfy the constraints which are from equation (10)-(12).

These are the steps used for solving nonlinear equations using Genetic Algorithm.

B. Proposed Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle swarm optimization is a collective system that has been applied successfully to wide variety of search and optimization problems. It is a machine learning technique loosely inspired by birds flocking in search of food. The PSO is implemented here to solve the nonlinear equations obtained from SHEPWM. This is achieved by minimizing the objective function which characterizes the specific order harmonics. Here each particle is characterized by the value of the variable and corresponding value of the function. The solution of PSO algorithm is taken as the switching angles for seven-level multilevel inverter. The step by step procedure for implementing PSO is as follows:

1. The parameters of the algorithm such as population size (=20 particles) and maximum number of iterations are initialized.
2. Each particle in the population is randomly initialized randomly between 0 and \( \pi /2 \).
3. Initialize the velocity, personal best, global best and iteration count.
4. Evaluate the fitness value at each particle position which is given by equation (13).
5. For each particle calculate the velocities based on the personal best and global best position

\[
V(K+1) = C_0 \cdot V(K) + C_1 \cdot \mathbf{f}_1 \cdot (p\text{Best} - X(k)) + C_2 \cdot \mathbf{r}_2 \cdot (g\text{Best} - X(k))
\]  

(14)

6. Update the particle position by the equation

\[
X(K+1) = X(K) + V(K+1)
\]  

(15)

7. Repeat the iterations until it satisfies the constraints (10)-(12).
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF GA AND PSO IN MATLAB

The seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter using GA and PSO is implemented in simulation using MATLAB/Simulink. The m-file is used to write the algorithm codes for solving the equations and to obtain the switching angles. The obtained switching angles are implemented in Simulink using Simpower Systems toolbox. The switching angle values obtained for various modulation indexes for GA and PSO are shown below in Fig.3 and 4.

![Fig.3 Switching Angles for Various Modulation Index Obtained by GA](image1)

![Fig.4 Switching Angles for Various Modulation Index Obtained by PSO](image2)

The GA algorithm has obtained the switching angles by varying the modulation index $M$ from 0.4-0.8. For the other $M$, it has no solution. In Fig.4, the switching angles obtained from PSO varies from $M$ is 0.1 -1. It has obtained solutions for wide range of modulation indexes. The switching angles obtained from PSO and GA shown in Figures above are used to trigger the seven-level multilevel inverter.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation Results

The simulation model of single phase seven level inverter is shown in Fig.5. It consists of three full bridge inverters connected in series. The switching pulses are given from the switching circuit to the IGBT switches. The single phase AC output is given to the load. The input voltages for all the three full bridge inverters are same.

![Fig.5 Simulation Model of Single Phase Seven-Level Cascaded Multilevel Inverter](image3)
The input voltage given for multilevel inverter is 24V. The switching pulses for MOSFET switches are shown in Fig.6. The switching pulses G1, G5 and G9 are used to trigger the MOSFET switches for positive cycle. The switching pulses G3, G7 and G11 are used to trigger the MOSFET switches for negative cycle.

Fig.6 Switching Pulses for Seven-Level Cascaded Multilevel Inverter

The output voltage of the seven-level cascaded multilevel inverter is shown in Fig.7. The output voltage is 72V which is thrice the input voltage. The seven levels of the output are obtained which are 24 V, 48 V and 72 V which are both positive and negative polarity.

Fig.7 Output Voltage Waveform for Seven-Level Cascaded Multilevel Inverter

The output current waveform for single phase seven-level inverter is shown in Fig.8. As RL load is connected it synthesizes a near sinusoidal waveform. The output current obtained is 0.72 A.

Fig.8 Output Current Waveform for Seven-Level Cascaded Multilevel Inverter

The FFT analysis is done to estimate the THD value. The FFT analysis for the output voltage waveform obtained from GA and PSO is shown in Fig.9 and 10. It displays the harmonic spectrum of the output voltage.
The THD obtained from PSO is low compared to GA but the seventh harmonic in PSO violates the IEEE standard of individual harmonic distortion which must be less than 3%. Hence the switching angles obtained from GA are implemented in hardware to validate the simulation results.

B. Experimental Results

For verifying GA solutions, single phase hardware prototype seven-level multilevel inverter was built. It consists of three full bridge inverters that are connected in series form. DC source voltage of each H-bridge inverter is constant and is selected to be 24 V. The frequency of the output is 50 Hz. The switching angles obtained from GA are used to trigger the MOSFET switches in cascaded multilevel inverter using dsPIC controller. The Fig.11 shows the output voltage waveform obtained from Digital Storage Oscilloscope for Modulation Index $M=0.8$. It has less distortion and hence less THD which validates the simulation results.
In this paper a method based on genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm are used to solve the non linear transcendental equations obtained from SHEPWM strategy. These equations determine the switching angles which are used to minimize the THD. The THD value obtained from PSO is 10.84% but fifth and seventh harmonic is not less than 3% hence GA are used to obtain experimental results. The effectiveness of the applied method is verified using the simulation results. It is also implemented in hardware. This work can be extended to multilevel inverters with reduced number of switches for further enhancement of output waveform.
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